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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Harvey has confessed to his family that he is The Muscle! 

	 Ever since Harvey confessed, his family have been buzzing about this 
new truth. All of Mavis, Naya, and Stripy’s kittens lined up for autographs 
right away, but Stripy had to get them all to go along with a cover story so 
the cats in their classes wouldn’t know that “The Muscle” was Harvey. 
However, Harvey is not feeling too good. He really just wants to live his years 
out, wrestling from time to time, but just being a regular citizen. If people 
discover his secret identity, it would literally ruin the life that he would like to 
live. So, that’s why Harvey is so worried. Also, cats are wondering what 
Mavis will do, now that she has actually been beaten by Harvey. She hasn’t 
been seen since losing the wrestling match with Harvey, but she is probably 
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Image above - Harvey, 
hoping that his secret 
will not get out and he 
will be swarmed by 
fans every time he 
goes somewhere.
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off sulking somewhere. She’s not happy about 
losing, all cats can agree on that. 


	 North has been hyper ever since he 
learned that Harvey was the best professional 
cat wrestler in the history of cat wrestling. North 
now wants to know where Harvey’s trophies are. 
Harvey made a deal with North about this. North 
would get to look at and maybe touch his 
trophies, and then North would leave Harvey 
alone. North agreed to this, and was not 
disappointed with the trophies. They were 
gleaming, shiny trophies, all 16 of them, 2 more 
than Mavis. Mavis may be the best at chubby 
wrestling, but the main event is the overall 
wrestling. The Muscle and The Mavis, Mavis’s 
wrestling name, have never placed lower than 
third place. 10 of Harvey’s trophies were gold, 6 
of them were silver, and 2 of them were bronze. 
If you melted down the gold, silver, and the 
bronze separately, you could have as much as 
50,000 dollars, which is a lot. However, Harvey 
doesn’t want to melt his trophies. He’s going to 
show them to Mavis, who has 7 gold trophies, 4 
silver trophies, and 3 bronze trophies. Her trophies might be worth more like 
35 to 40,000 dollars. However, Mavis doesn’t want to melt hers, either. North 
agrees. He’d rather melt the marble platform the trophies are on. 


	 Mavis finally arrived back at her house. 
She was smiling. Harvey knew something was 
up right after he was called by one of Mavis’s 
kittens about what was happening over at their 
house. Mavis just smiled when her kittens 
asked what was going on. Her kittens really 
knew something was up when they heard and 
felt an earthquake. No. Mavis couldn’t have 
started an earthquake. However, near Harvey’s 
house the earthquake was worse. North 
watched out the window as the ground shook, 

and eventually, he spotted the stampede of fans. Mavis had betrayed Harvey.


	 Subscribe again for how Harvey has to evacuate his home before the 
fans arrive!
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Image above - North, 
about to leave Harvey 
in his cupboard so he 
can be alone, as 
asked in the deal. 

“I didn’t think 
Mavis could sink 
so low, doing 
something to 
ruin Harvey’s 
life!” 

 - NORTH, WHO HAS TO EVACUATE
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